Bedford and District CC – 26/04/14
Mrs Di Brown
My thanks to Sally and her team for the judging invitation, and to Kat Ross my
appreciation for all your help and good company on a busy day.
BREED CLASSES
Blue Point Siamese Kitten
1st & BOB – Merry’s DOOLALLY ANUBIS (24a) M 29/11/13. A promising little
boy for type. Medium wedge with good top of head and large flared ears set to follow.
Oriental eye shape and set with good depth of colour. Baby dips to profile, chin firm
and bite level. Long dainty but weighty body with whippy tail. At this stage I am
happy to accept him as blue, but he is quite a dark colour and there are some brownish
tones that need to clear, his coat is quite a warm colour rather than the glacial white I
would expect to see in a blue, even under his tummy. So I think he will have to be
watched to see how he develops. If his points and paw pads continue to darken then
he should be re-registered as caramel. Very good length and texture to coat for a
baby. Excellent temperament and presentation.
MISCELLANEOUS CLASSES
British Novice Adult
1st – Rutherford’s BUMPKIN ISADORA (16) F 19/05/13. This young female is
beautifully developed for 11 months old and her type is very good. Round head with
cheeks and good breadth to skull, ears fairly small and well set. Round eyes of bright
orange and good expression. Rounded forehead and sort broad nose, chin lines up
and the bite is level. Body a little adolescent rangy at present but very good for weight
and substance, short limbs and medium length tail with rounded tip. Mid blue coat
that was almost sound, perhaps a touch long but good for density and crispness of
texture. Handled well.
2nd – Kershaw’s PUMPHILL THOMASTWIX (40 12) M 06/04/13. An attractive
young male, still a baby in some ways but overall a well balanced boy. Round head
with full cheeks and small ears that were rounded at the tips and set well apart. Round
eyes, open and expressive with clear blue colour. Rounded forehead, short nose, chin
good and bite level. Body weighty and fairly cobby with medium length tail to
balance. Mid blue tabby markings to points, “classic” based by the look of it with
wide uneven rings to tail and ghost oysters to sides. Coat rather long and soft in
texture, lacking in density thus lying rather flat today. A friendly lad.
3rd – Rogers’ BERGORS JENNY (16) F 06/04/13. I do like the type of this lady but
she is not very big for over a year old and she is a little lighter in weight than when
we last met, persistent calling perhaps? Super eyes for shape and expression and the
colour is a good deep colour. Head round and balanced with small ears set well apart
and full cheeks, short nose, firm chin and level bite, nicely rounded muzzle. Darker
blue coat shows lots of tipping and is rather unsound, length good but rather soft in
texture. Excellent to handle.

Oriental Non-Breeders Adult
1st – Whitby’s GD CH PIPPASTRO TIGERMOTH (OLH ks 11) F 15/07/10. A
strong and stylish lady OLH. Very good head type with plenty of width between her
large well furnished ears. Good eye shape set and expression with bright mid green
colour. Long well covered body with tail to almost balance. Lilac-based caramel
shading to coat with silver undercoat well up the hair shaft and plenty of warm apricot
overlay. Somewhat out of coat today and needing more length down the sides, but
texture fine and silky. Excellent temperament.
2nd – Denyer’s GD CH BARDSONG BANOFFE PIE (37n) M 10/05/10. An
elegant male. Longer head with jowls that tend to detract from the overall wedge
shape, ears large and well set. Excels for eye colour, a really gorgeous vivid green.
Very long lean and hard body with good tail. Lilac-based caramel coat with very good
brownish overtones, but rather unsound today and the texture was soft fine and a little
greasy in places. Slightly tense but handled well.
Oriental Senior Adult
1st – Roberts’ GD CH ADECISH PIPER (42h) F 08/12/09. A mature tortie smoke
lady of good type and style. Well balanced head of medium length with good width
to top and large ears set to follow. Oriental eye shape and set with clear green colour.
Weighty body, and tail of good length. Chocolate tortie coloring that was remarkably
warm in tone for a silver cat, silver undercoat to just under the half, so although not
that obviously smoked, she does conform, and the length and texture is excellent.
Handled well as always.
2nd - Denyer’s GD CH BARDSONG BANOFFE PIE (37n) M 10/05/10
3rd – Palmer & Newman’s CH AKIKO BREEZE (OSH n 03 21 33) F 17/08/11. A
pretty Bicolour lady, basic type good although lacks a little elegance. Shorter wedge
with good top, could be a little finer in the muzzle and has a small pinch. Oriental eye
shape and set with excellent depth of blue given the proximity of white. Has well over
the one third white required with inverted “v” to mask, across the chest and shoulders,
some on all four limbs and completely down the tummy, seal tabby tracings to points
with good rings to tail. Coat length and texture very good. Excellent to handle.
Siamese/Balinese Breeders Neuter
1st – Ellams’ CH & GD PR JAKURTZI NIGHTSIDEOFEDEN (32fn) MN
02/10/09. A superior Apricot point neuter boy that I have reported on many times, so
have nothing to add to previous critiques. Temperament and presentation perfect as
always.
2nd – Rigby’s GD PR SUMADORE REDDY TEDDY GO (32a) MN 21/06/12. A
very stylish male neuter. Super head with lovely top line and very large flared ears
excellently set. Snooty expression to eyes with very good colour and brilliance of
tone. Excellent body tone and length, good tail. Super rich bright red points,
minimally shaded warm white coat of excellent short close texture. Perfect to handle.
Siamese/Balinese Junior Neuter
1st - Ellis’ GD PR STYPERSON CRACKERJACK (32/8) MN 13/08/12. Another
old friend, who likes to hide away in his “sack” but is not unfriendly. Long strong

head with excellent top line, ears large and very well set. Love his ”fat” nose, it does
tend to make his eyes a little deep set but gives him such a snooty look, colour bright
mid blue and one eye does tend to wander from time to time. Long weighty body, tail
needs an inch. Lilac-based caramel tabby points, brownish overtones continuing to
develop and looking much more obvious, off-white coat that was a bit soft fine and
open today. A sweet boy.
2nd – Clayden’s CH & PR MAFDET MISTER TITIAN (24n) MN 12/01/13. A
stylish boy but still looks rather immature. Stylish head type with wide top line and
large open based ears set to balance. Eyes a trifle full in shape and ideally the colour
could be deeper. Good weighty body of length, good tail. Blue-based caramel points
with brownish overtones to tail and base of ears, off-white coat heavily shaded in
brownish blue, length and texture very good. A friendly boy.
3rd – Ross’ DIBBERPUSS DREAMER (61t) MN 08/11/12. A great big chap of
overall good type. Medium length head with well furnished ears that were just about
large enough. Eyes a tad full in shape and the expression is somewhat innocent,
colour could be deeper but is acceptable. Excellent profile chin and bite. Huge
weighty body, tail needs a touch more length Super tabby markings with excellent
rings to tail and multi leg bracelets. Coat could be longer but he is still young and the
texture is very fine and silky. Super outgoing temperament.
END OF REPORT

Cambridgeshire CC – 26/04/14
BREED CLASSES
Tabby Point Siamese Adiult Male
CC & BOB – Wroe’s COSITA BRUNO TONIOLI (32/2) M 23/07/13. A
handsome boy with excellent strength and development for 9 months. Strong medium
length wedge with broad top of head and large ears that were open at the base and
very well set. Expressive eyes of deep brilliant blue. Strong profile and firm chin
with level bite. Well defined neck and a long weighty and firm toned body, long
strong limbs and spoon paws, tapered tail to almost balance. Mid blue tabby markings
with good rings to tail and paler multi bracelets, glacial tones to coat, lightly shaded
overall, short and close with very good texture. Protested loudly about being handled
but handled okay. Excellently presented.
Tortie Point Siamese Adult
CC – Cook’s TIANLEX DOYOUKNOWWHOIAM (32b1) F 30/06/13. An
attractive and stylish girl, well developed for 9 months with a nice solid feel to her.
Medium length wedge with good width to top and large well flared ears set to
balance. Oriental eye shape set and expression with very good depth of blue.
Virtually straight profile, firm chin lines up, bite very untidy but basically level. Long
neck and body, the latter with very good substance, long elegant limbs and tail to
almost balance. Dark seal tortie points, well mingled in mainly mid red, lightly
shaded short coat of close sleek texture. Excellent temperament and presentation.
BOB – Brock’s UK & IGD CH KARAMUSHI TUTI FRUITY (32b1) F 04/08/07.
Beautiful mature lady, she has such wonderful poise and self assurance. Excellent
balance to head with super width to top and very large ears set to follow the lines of
the wedge. Inscrutable expression to eyes of deep sapphire blue. Profile almost
straight with firm chin and level bite. Body long and very well toned, tail needs an
inch to balance. Dark seal tortie points all well mingled with various shades of red,
with some good rich tones evident on the ears. Coat a touch long and fine in texture
but lying reasonably close to body, shaded overall to tone. A joy to handle and
excellently presented.
Also considered for BOB – Fairclough’s CH ZARAFA DJELIBEYBI (32b3) F
08/05/13. A neat little queen very stylish but still with a lot of maturing to do.
Balanced medium length wedge with very good top line and large flared ears set to
follow. Good expression to eyes of brilliant blue. Profile and chin okay with a clean
level bite. Long slender neck and body with the latter weighty and firm toned, long
dainty limbs, tapered tail almost balances. Warm mid chocolate torte points with good
mingling on all points in mid and paler red. Excellent unshaded coat with short close
texture. Excellent to handle and excellently presented.
Tortie Point Siamese Kitten
1st & BOB – Bennett & Ward’s LAZIZA EVITA (32b1) F 03/10/13. A very nice
kitten, typy and well balanced overall, rather small for almost 7 months of age,
although she does have good weight for her size. Medium length head with very
good top, ears large with good openness at the base and set to follow the lines of the
wedge. Super eye colour and lovely expression. Profile chin and bite good. Elegant

neck and a long firm little body, long dainty limbs and neat spoon paws, whippy tail
with a small “pip” at the tip to almost balance. Dark warm seal points with plentiful
mingling in fairly bright mid red. Short close coat of very good texture, lightly
shaded to tone. Lovely temperament, very friendly, excellently presented.
MISCELLANEOUS CLASSES
British Limit Adult
1st – ALUMOR TITANIUM (16 ) M 15/09/12. A handsome boy, strong and
masculine. Round head with very broad skull, ears fairly small and set well apart but
with a tendency to bonnet at times. Super full cheeks, short broad nose, deep chin and
level bite. Round eyes with open expression and vivid orange colour. Short strong
neck and weighty cobby body with good breadth to chest. Strong boned limbs and
medium length tail. Mid blue coat that is sound to roots, short dense and with some
crispness of texture. Excellent temperament for an entire male.
2nd – Benson’s LIMATZ MAN OF STEEL (BRI ns) M 21/06/13. A young boy
with lots of potential. Super round head with good cheeks developing and medium
sized ears set well apart. Short broad nose, firm chin and level bite, muzzle nicely
rounded. Round eyes open and expressive with two tone hazel colour. Body fairly
cobby with good weight for size, medium length tail with rounded tip to balance.
Tabby pattern well defined and showing all the key elements, good butterfly, three
even and well separated spine lines, nicely rounded and complete oysters, some
brindling to mid silver ground. Coat a touch long but is fairly good for density and
texture.
3rd – Springett’s REGALROSE JAMILA (28) F 06/04/13. A nice big girl with
overall good British type. Round head with full cheeks and medium size ears set
well apart. Round eyes with deep copper colour. Rounded forehead and short nose
with firm chin and level bite. Medium length body with very good substance, short
limbs, round paws, good tail. Darker blue colouring well mingled throughout in mid
cream, sound to roots, coat slightly long and could be denser but there is a hint of
crispness to it. Excellent to handle.
Siamese/Balinese Novice Adult
1st - Cook’s TIANLEX DOYOUKNOWWHOIAM 932b1) F 30/06/13
Siamese/Balinese Non-Breeders Neuter
1st – Jones’ GD CH & PR JOHPAS AMY DAYDREAM (32b1) FN 30/09/09.
Gorgeous lady neuter with a super stylish head and very large butterfly ears
beautifully set. Love her eyes, they are excellent for expression and depth of colour.
Long elegant body with trim tummy line for a female neuter. Dark seal tortie points
with lots of mid red mingling on all points. Medium shading to coat of very good
close texture. Perfect to handle.
2nd – Ellis’ GD PR STYPERSON CRACKERJACK (32/8) MN 13/08/12
3rd – Powell’s CH & IGD PR MAFDET MEDUSA (24) FN 24/01/12. A stylish
Seal point lady neuter. Longer wedge head with very good top line and super sized

ears very well set. Snooty expression to eyes of mid blue. Long almost straight
profile with good chin and level bite. Weighty yet elegant body of good length with
tail to balance. Dark dense seal points with some warmth of tone evident, coat quite
heavily shaded but some contrast still seen and the length and texture is excellent.
Excellent to handle.
END OF REPORT

